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J\arl Kraus Reads Offenbach 

Karl Kraus reads Offenbach. The orchestral music i s  replaced by  an  arrange
ment for piano, the French text by Treumann's translation, the troupe of 
costumed actors by himself in a business suit. And of himself we see only 
the head, arms, and torso. The rest has disappeared behind the little table 
which is covered by a cloth reaching down to the floor, rather like the tables 
used by conjurers to facilitate their acts . He thus devotes himself entirely to 
the business at hand, absolutely renouncing the use of any material props; 
but what he provides in these circumstances is unforgettable and unrepeat
able in a higher sense than even the world premiere sixty years ago in the 
Theatre du Palais-Royal could have been. The miracle of this evening did 
not spring from the fact that the work of Offenbach was being celebrated 
by the voice of one of the most inspired performers, the hand of one of the 
most indefatigable benefactors, and the gaze of one of the most courageous 
tamers of men. The miraculous thing about it was that it was brought about 
by the man who had devoted his life's work to Die Fackel, 1 with its world 
of pandemonium and paradise, whose inhabitants have now paired off and 
have plunged into the round dance of Offenbach's characters that opens up 
in delight and closes ranks behind them. 

So the events on the stage stand completely outside the stubborn opposites 
of productive or reproductive achievement that apply only to the more or 
less vain or servile maneuverings of virtuosos. Kraus is no more of a 
"virtuoso " as a lecturer than he is a " master of language " as an author.2 
He is the same in both roles: on the one hand, the interpreter who catches 
out the rogue by printing his own words-often with commentary-between 
red covers, and, on the other hand, the man who makes a work of Offen-
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bach's seem like a fairy tale merely by reading it aloud. But the fact is that 
he does not so much express Offenbach's words as speak from inside 
Offenbach. And every now and then he casts a breathtaking, half-blank, 
half-glinting procurer's glance at the crowd before him, inviting them to an 
unholy wedding with the masked figures in which they fail to recognize 
themselves, and invoking here too the evil privilege of the demon: the right 
to ambiguity. 

Offenbach's works here undergo a mortal crisis. They contract, shed all 
superfluous trappings, venture the risky passage through this life and re
emerge at the end, redeemed and more real than before. For where this 
unpredictable voice is heard, the lightning shafts of illuminated advertise
ments and the thunder of the Metro cleave the air of the Paris of omnibuses 
and gaslights. And the works pay all this back with interest. At times they 
are transformed into a curtain; and like a fairground showman whose wild 
gestures accompany the entire performance, Karl Kraus tears this curtain 
aside, exposing the contents of their and our own chamber of horrors to 
our gaze. We glimpse Schober and Bekessy; and at its center point this 
evening, in honor of our city, we see Alfred Kerr on a lofty podium. 3 

At this point Kraus-intentionally, rightly-explodes the framework of 
the entire evening. Anarchically, he turns directly to the audience during an 
interval in a brief speech that applies to Berlin the refrain we have j ust heard: 
" I  bring out the worst in every town. " And in so doing he affects his listeners 
directly, in the same way he does with the texts he reads-that is to say, he 
assaults them unexpectedly, destructively, disrupting the prepared "mood, " 
attacking the audience where they least anticipate it. In this respect he can 
only be compared to a puppeteer. It is here, not in the style of the operetta 
star, that his mimicry and his gestural language have their origin. For the 
soul of the marionette has entered his hands. 

None of Offenbach's works fulfills the requirements of operetta as com
pletely as La vie parisienne;4 nothing in La vie parisienne is as Parisian as 
the transparent nature of that nonsensical nightlife through which not the 
logical but certainly the moral order makes its appearance. Of course, it 
does not come to judge; it comes as protest and evasion, as cunning and as 
mollifying gesture : in a word, as music. Music as preserver of the moral 
order ? Music as the police of a world of pleasure ? Yes, that is the splendor 
that falls on the old Paris ballrooms-the Grande Chaumiere, the Bal 
Mabille, the Closerie des Lilas-during his performance of La vie parisienne. 
"And the inimitable duplicity of this music, which simultaneously puts a 
plus sign and a minus sign before everything it says, betraying idyll to 
parody, mockery to lyricism-the abundance of musical devices ready to 
perform every service, uniting pleasure and pain: this gift is here developed 
to its purest pitch. "5 Anarchy, the only international constitution that is 
moral and worthy of man, becomes the true music of these operettas .  The 
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voice of Kraus speaks, rather than sings, this inner music . It whistles bitingly 
about the peaks of dizzying stupidity, reverberates shatteringly from the 
abyss of the absurd, and in Frascata's lines hums, like the wind in the 
chimney, a requiem to our grandfathers' generation. 

Published in Die literarische Welt, April 1928. Gesammelte Schriften, IV, 515-517. 
Translated by Rodney Livingstone. 

Notes 

1. Die Fackel (The Torch) was the satirical magazine edited by Karl Kraus from 
1899 to his death in 1936. 

2. Kraus, whose satire focused on the defects in the language and style of his 
opponents, always claimed to be the true servant of language, not its master. 

3. Johann Schober (1874-1932), Austrian politician and Vienna's chief of police, 
was responsible for the bloody suppression of workers' demonstrations. Alfred 
Kerr (pseudonym of Alfred Klemperer; 1867-1948) was Berlin's most prominent 
and influential theater critic. 

4. La vie parisienne, a farcical opera in four acts with music by Jacques Offenbach 
and libretto by Henri Meilhac and Ludovic Halevy, premiered at the Palais Royal 
in 1886. 

5. Karl Kraus, "Offenbach Renaissance," Die Fackel 557-558 (April 1927): 47. 




